7. ANNEXURE

Papers Published/Accepted/Under Review/Communicated


➢ Prachi Gupta and Premavalli K.S. "IN-VITRO STUDIES ON FUNCTIONAL PROPERTIES OF SELECTED NATURAL DIETARY FIBRES" International Journal of Food Properties (Accepted for publication in 2009).


Prachi Gupta and Premavalli K.S. "STUDIES ON THE PARTICLE SIZE REDUCTION AND ITS EFFECT ON PHYSICOCHEMICAL PROPERTIES OF PEA PEEL (*Pisum sativum*) AND CARDAMOM PEEL (*Elettaria cardamomum*) FIBRES” Communicated to ‘Journal of Food Science and Technology’. **2009.**


**Patent Communicated**

“Holibite: A shelf stable product and the process of preparation there of” by Premavalli KS; Madhura CV and Prachi Gupta.

**Papers Presented**

A poster entitled “FUNCTIONAL PROPERTIES OF NATURAL FIBRES” was presented in ICFOST-2006, held at Hyderabad

A poster entitled “EFFECT OF PARTICLE SIZE ON THE FUNCTIONAL PROPERTIES OF NATURAL DIETARY FIBRES” was presented in ICFOST-2007, held at kharagpur.

A poster entitled “INVITRO STUDIES ON THE HYPOGLYCEMIC EFFECT OF NATURAL DIETARY FIBRES OF DIFFERENT PARTICLE SIZE” was presented in IFCON-2008, held at CFTRI, Mysore.